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Where the copyright protection for titles and characters is weak, and 
trade mark protection, none too stronger, this has resulted in a situation 
where the Hindi Film Industry looks elsewhere for creative inputs and 
freely reproduces plots and characters in an Indian setting: Thus, the 
researchers argue that if one were to draw lessons from the Hindi Film 
Industry, perhaps, a stronger copyright and trade mark regime for titles 
and characters in movies would ensure more creative innovation in the 
Hindi Film Industry. 

Introduction 

The movie “Sholay” is perhaps the most popular movie ever to be made in 
the Hindi Film Industry.1 With its characters and plot firmly etched in 
public memory, “Sholay,” has inspired a lot of other movies.2 One such 
movie is “Ramgopal Verma ki Aag,” which was released sometime in 
August 2007.3 “Inspired from Sholay”, this movie sought to re-tell the 
story of Sholay in present day Mumbai.4 This movie was not always 
“Ramgopal Verma ki Aag”; originally, conceived and made as “Ramgopal 
Verma Ki Sholay,” this movie was challenged in the Delhi High Court as 
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infringing the copyright and trade mark underlying the movie Sholay.5 
While the petition before the Delhi High Court is still pending, after an 
interim arrangement was reached between the parties, the movie was 
agreed to be released without any mention of the title Sholay or the 
characters in the movie “Sholay” and “Ramgopal Verma Ki Sholay” 
became “Ramgopal Verma Ki Aag.”6 In the backdrop of the conversion 
from Sholay to Aag, this essay examines the legality of copyright and 
trade mark protection for titles and characters in movies. The 
researchers look at the copyright and trade mark protection separately 
and argues that titles and characters in movies, perhaps receive better 
protection from trade mark law than from copyright law. The researchers 
argue that while titles of movies are not likely to be afforded any 
copyright protection at all, characters are likely to receive protection as a 
part of a copyrighted work provided they are sufficiently “delineated”. 
However, the essay argues that any such copyright protection is severely 
diluted by a possible fair use defence, especially when the work using the 
characters is a periodic work. As regards trade mark protection, the 
essay argues that where the title and characters in a movie would be 
required to show “acquired distinctiveness” for trade mark registration, 
any action for trade mark infringement would be sustainable only if it 
would cause a “likelihood of association”. The essay argues that showing 
such “likelihood of association” is more difficult for more popular movies. 
In conclusion the essay argues that where the copyright protection for 
titles and characters is weak, and trade mark protection, none too 
stronger, this has resulted in a situation where the Hindi Film Industry 
looks elsewhere for creative inputs and freely reproduces plots and 
characters in an Indian setting.7 Thus, the researchers argue that if one 
were to draw lessons from the Hindi Film Industry, perhaps, a stronger 
copyright and trade mark regime for titles and characters in movies 
would ensure more creative innovation in the Hindi Film Industry. The 
current research though primarily discussing the position of law in India, 
refers to American and English case law, wherever appropriate. Part II of 
this essay looks at the law on copyright protection for titles and 
characters and Part III looks at the law on trade mark protection for titles 
and characters. 
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De Minimis and Delineation: Copyright Protection for Titles and 
Characters in Movies 

Copyright law recognises the principal of de minimis non curat lex,8 
according to which any work which is insufficiently significant is not to 
be offered copyright protection.9 Thus, the name of a famous singer 
“Elvis,” 10 the name of a fictional television detective “Kojak,”11 or the 
song title “The Man who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo” were all denied 
copyright protection on the ground of de minimis. Titles, whether that of 
movies or of other copyrightable works, by themselves, are considered 
not possessing sufficient significance to be afforded copyright 
protection.12 However, there are cases, where titles have been considered 
to be of sufficiently extensive nature and importance, to cross the de 
minimis threshold barrier.13 But these cases deal with titles, which while 
being of sufficiently important nature, are in fact artistic capturing of the 
titles in stylized versions and therefore pass the de minimis threshold. 
The principle of de minimis is well recognised in India too and any title, 
too trivial by itself, is refused copyright protection.14 While there is no 
case law directly declining copyright protection to titles of movies on the 
ground of de minimis, in Associated Electronics & Electrical Engineers v. 
Sharp Tools, 15 copyright over a single word was declined. Thus, a title of 
a movie, protected as a cinematograph film, would not be afforded 
copyright protection. It is also submitted that giving such a protection to 
titles would seriously impinge on regular usage of such titles in their 
ordinary context, thus defeating the utilitarian purpose of copyright 
law.16 Copyright law does not protect ideas and affords protection to 
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expression alone.17 It follows that for characters in a movie to be 
protected, the character must be expressed in one copyrightable form or 
other. Movies, while as such protected as a cinematograph film, have 
other underlying, independently copyrightable woks. For instance, the 
screenplay and the script of the movie are copyrightable as a literary 
work and the music of the movie is copyrightable as a musical work.18 
Thus, for characters in a movie to receive copyright protection, they must 
be expressed in or as one these copyrightable works.19 Ordinarily, 
characters of a movie, apart from being expressed in the cinematograph 
film itself would be expressed in other underlying literary works such as 
the script and screenplay. The question that arises with respect to 
copyright protection of characters is this: Does the borrowing of a 
character expressed in a copyrightable work, violate the copyright in that 
work? The American case law on this point upholds the “character 
delineation test,” which mandates that for the borrowing of a character to 
constitute an infringement of the work which contains the character, the 
work must “sufficiently and distinctively delineate the particular 
character”.20 Thus, in Walt Disney v. Air Pirates,21 where the Defendants 
had portrayed Disney’s characters in incongruous settings, the Court 
applying the “character delineation test,” held that Disney held 
copyrighted works sufficiently delineated the characters for the 
Defendants work to constitute copyright infringement. Again in Anderson 
v. Stallone,22 the Court held that the character “Rocky” in the Rocky 
movie series is sufficiently delineated so as to afford protection to the 
character from an attempt to express the character in another movie.23 

The only Indian case dealing with copyright protection of characters is 
Malayala Manorama v. V.T. Thomas.24 In this case copyright protection 
over two cartoon characters (“Bobby” and “Molly”) was claimed by the 
Newspaper, in whose service the cartoons were sketched by the 
Defendant. On the Defendant leaving the Newspaper’s employment, the 
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Newspaper claiming copyright over the character sought to restrain the 
Defendant from using these two characters in his sketches. On facts the 
Court held that the Defendant had expressed the characters in artistic 
works before entering into employment with the Newspaper and with the 
copyright over such artistic works vesting with the Defendant, the 
Defendant could continue to use the characters.25 In the absence of any 
case law in India on protection of characters in movies and substantial 
similarity between the Indian and American law on copyrightable works, 
it is submitted that the “character delineation test” would apply in India 
as well. While the “character delineation test” to determine the copyright 
protection over character might appear to be providing for a strong 
copyright protection to characters, it is in fact severely limited by the 
prevailing norms of fair use, especially those relating to periodic works, 
which necessarily borrow some element of the original work, whether the 
character or otherwise.26 Thus, in Suntrust Bank v. Houghton Mifflin 
Company,27 where the literary work (Wind Done Gone) borrowed the 
characters, the background plot and even partly the title from the 
original work (Gone With The Wind), the Court held that the literary work 
in question is a periodic work and hence, is covered by fair use. 

Distinctiveness and Association: Trade mark Protection for Titles 
and Characters in Movies 

Titles of movies and names of characters in movies, in general, are 
undoubtedly ‘marks’ and capable of distinguishing the goods of one 
person from another, are arguably ‘trade marks’ as well.28 In analysing 
the trade mark protection available to movie titles and names of 
characters in a movie, the scope of registration of titles and name of 
characters as a trade mark and the likelihood of a trade infringement 
action or a passing-off action being upheld, need to be separately 
addressed. The Trade Marks Act, 1999 prohibits registration of a trade 
mark of certain “absolute” and “relative” grounds.29 Lack of 
distinctiveness, i.e. where the mark is not “capable of distinguishing the 
goods or services of one person from another person” is one such 
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absolute ground for refusal of registration of trade marks.30 It is 
submitted that movie titles and more importantly, movie characters, 
portraying real life on-screen, lack the capability of inherent 
distinctiveness, as they are likely to adopt everyday names for characters 
and even titles. Thus, lacking inherent distinctiveness, to acquire 
registration, trade marks in movies titles and names of characters must 
show acquired distinctiveness, in the sense of having acquired a 
secondary meaning, i.e. where the title or the name of the character, 
though non-distinctive by themselves, have acquired distinctiveness on 
account of wide spread popularity or usage.31 Thus, it is submitted that 
movie titles and more so, movie characters, can be registered as a trade 
mark only if they have acquired distinctiveness. A case point is the 
registration of the movie “Sholay” and character name “Gabbar” and 
“Gabbar Singh”.32 While admittedly, “Sholay” and especially, “Gabbar 
Singh” are not everyday names, the trade mark registration for “Sholay” 
and “Gabbar Singh” was undoubtedly facilitated by the pervasive 
popularity of the movie and its characters, whereby the name of the 
movie and the characters came to be exclusively associated with the 
movie and its makers. In other words, while possibly lacking inherent 
distinctiveness, distinctiveness acquired on account of mass popularity 
of the movie, facilitated trade mark registration of the title and the 
characters. In any action for infringement of trade mark (and an action 
for passing-off) it needs to be shown that the use of the infringing mark 
would cause a “likelihood of association” with the registered mark in a 
manner that an average consumer would believe that the infringing mark 
originates and is provided for by those providing for the registered 
mark.33 Thus, in case of use of title and characters of a movie in another 
movie, it must be shown that the average viewer would associate the 
second movie as originating from the makers of the first movie. A 
generalisation in this regard would be difficult to arrive at; however, it 
can be argued that the more popular a movie is and the more well known 
its makers are, the less the chances of any subsequent movie, using 
similar title and characters, being associated with the first movie.34 Thus, 
it is submitted that a movie with the title “Ramgopal Verma Ki Sholay,” is 
not likely to be associated with the original Sholay, especially considering 
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the usage of the director’s name (Ram Gopal Verma) in the title of the 
movie itself. However, chances of association are higher in cases where 
the movie, whose title and characters, are being used, is not a cult movie 
like Sholay.35 While the law in India on this subject is not much 
developed, a passing-off action on use of title of a movie came up before 
the Delhi High Court in Kanungo Media (P) Ltd. v. RGV Flim Factory and 
Ors.36 In this case, the Plaintiff contended that the title of the 
Defendant’s movie “Nishabd” is deceptively similar to the Plaintiff’s movie 
“Nisshabd” and hence, the Defendant must be restrained from using this 
title for the movie. The Court reviewing the law held that for a passing-off 
action to be sustained the condition of acquired distinctiveness or 
secondary meaning and likelihood of association both need to be shown. 
The Court in this case found that the Defendant’s movie is in fact more 
known than the Plaintiff’s movie and moreover, since the Plaintiff did not 
take any steps on having come to know of the making of the Defendant’s 
movie, the title in the Plaintiff’s movie has acquired no distinctiveness or 
secondary meaning to prevent the use of the title by the Defendant.37 

Conclusion 

This essay has shown that there exists no copyright protection for movie 
titles and while characters in movies can be afforded protection if they 
are sufficiently delineated in copyrightable works, such a protection is 
severely constrained by existing norms of fair use defence for periodic 
works. As regards trade mark protection, movie titles and characters can 
be registered if they have acquired distinctiveness; however, infringement 
can be sustained only if there is a ‘likelihood of association’ and more 
popular the movie is, less is such a likelihood. In sum, it can be 
concluded that whereas trade mark protection to characters and titles in 
a movie, is stronger than copyright protection; however, both the regimes 
do not provide adequately strong protection to titles and characters in a 
movie. While the Hindi Film Industry is one of the largest film industries 
in the world, its creative input is suspect and it is known to borrow 
characters plot etc, freely from other film industries, especially from 
Hollywood: the movie Sholay itself borrows in various themes from 
movies such as Magnificent Seven and Akira Kurosowa’s Last Samurai.38 
Where titles and characters in movies are weakly protected by copyright 
and trade mark laws, legal challenges for infringement have being few 
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and far between. Thus, drawing a lesson from the current state of the 
Hindi Film Industry, any step to strengthen copyright and trade mark 
protection over titles and characters in movies would lead to more 
creative innovation in the Hindi Film Industry, and thus, would be a 
welcome step. 
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